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"SO, CASSANDRA,
I HAVE TO ASK…"

"…HOW did you become
friends with jason
lionel, anyway?"

"I mean, you two are
like NiGHT and DAY."

In middle school
they made us sit alphabetically, and we just got to
talking. Believe it or not, beneath
that SLACKER exterior
is the mind of a
He just
GENIUS.
never applies
himself!

jason?! Lionel?!
Yeah? Well…
what would YOU
say if I said…

…I thought
Jason was ALSO…
MAYBE…a little bit
Attractive?

attractive?!

Attractive
for scientific
experimentation,
maybe, but that's
about it!

Oh, you're
so MEAN! Let's
go say hi!

>groan!<
This will NOT
end well…!

What're
you doing?

HEY,
Jason!

Is it
FUN?

Hey,
JENNY.

Yeah.

I
GUESS.

Playing
"DUNGEON
CRAWL."

I only have
five hundred
gold pieces.
You think I
should buy the bag of
holding or the bag of
many things?

Um.

I can't say
I really have an
opinion about
that, Jason.

Well, I'll
catch you LATER,
Jason…

'K.

Oh.

"you think I
should buy the bag of
holding or the bag of
thingamajig?"

many
things.

WHATEVER!! Are
you MENTALLY RETARDED ?!
Don't you realize jenny
miller--like, the prettiest
girl in SCHOOL--was coming
ON TO YOU?!

Sure I do. But the halflings
in muckshire are depending
on ME to save them
from the orc-lich HORDES!
I don't have time to waste
on ROMANCE!

HAH! I don't believe
that for a SECOND! You
were SCARED to talk
to her, weren't
you?

>Pffft!<
SCARED? Heck,
no! I just--

--HEY!! You're gonna
have one serious demihuman class action
suit on your hands,
Cass!!

You drive me
CRAZY, you
know that?!

All this potential
right at your fingertips,
and you just THROW it all
away! I have to work my BUTT
off for every opportunity
I'VE ever had--

DiD I HEAR
SOMEONE SAY,
"WORK MY BUTT
OFF?"

If this were
JEOPARDY, that would
be the correct answer
to the question:

"What are
lionel and
llewellyn not
doing right
now?"

THREE!
FOUR!
five!

drop and give
me thirty you donothings!!!

You're
still
>gasp!<
coming
over to help
me >choke!<

>Gulp!<

with
trigonometry
mid-terms tonight,
>gasp!< Right?

S-sure! >grunt!<
After school?
>Uhhnnh!<

N-no. Right
after school
I gotta…>choke!
GASP!<…

…exercise!

WELCOME
y'all to
PROTEUS CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS…

…where we like
to say, "We don't PREDiCT
the future…we iNVENT it!"
>HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!<

During the tour,
I'm going to have to ask y'all
to stick very close to the GROUP.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE research
calls for VERY strict
security protocols.

This is
PROJECT VON NEUMANN,
developing machines that
can replicate THEMSELVES
like ORGANIC
ENTITIES…

…and here's our
SMART DUST program,
the first step toward
NANOTECHNOLOGY!

Those tiny particles
are wind-borne SENSORS that can
tell authorities everything from the
health of ENEMY TROOPS to the location
of a missing child in the wilderness.

What's
down
THERE?

HOWARD, are you
going to let her TALK
to me that way?

>grunt<

A Level 5 security
breach, if I let you
anywhere NEAR it!
>HA-HA-HA-HA!!< this
way, people.

…she’s
blonde, legs
down to HERE, and
she just comes
up to me and
says-

Just
a sec, CASSANOVA.
Somebody’s trying
to access KESTEREL
PROJECT.

Attention,
this is a level
five security
area. Identify
yourse--

Oh, hello,
Dr. Miller. You
may proceed.

So like
I was saying,
she presses
right up against
me and says-

Do
you expect
me to believe
ANY of
this?

WHHRRRRRRRRRRR…

WHHRRRRRRRRRRR…
I didn’t
believe her either,
until she showed
me this--

Whoa.

PARDON ME?
Pardon me,
YOUNG MAN?

--and I
says, “I haven’t
had THIS much
fun since I
was in the
NAVY!” …HEY…

WHAT'S down
this corridor?

LET
GO OF ME,
Herbert!

Look, lady,
I HAVE to get
BY.

Vera, c'mon,
we're way behind
the others--

No, but we
don't charge EXTRA!
>HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!<

OKAY, that’s
a Level Five SECURITY
BREACH! I’ll now escort
you to the Delta Sector
containment area
for your CAVITY
SEARCHES--

I-is that
part of the
TOUR?

I Said
get out of my
@#$%^&* WAY!!

Such
Language!
I’m reporting
you to CUSTOMER
SERVICE!

Huh…?

Dr. miller! Is that
YOU? You gotta go back
to your workstation,
sir!
That's standard
PROCEDURE for a
level five--

Whoa.

wait!!
come ba--

miller!!
Which way did
he GO?!

THERE!!

In
the direction
of the
MALL!!

You see, if I exercise
and SHOP at the same
time, I can save at least
forty-five minutes
a day.

And I absolutely NEED a new
dress suit for the college fair
this Sunday. do you have something
that says, 'I will be a credit
to your centuries-old
institution.

THESE suits are FRESH
off the runaway and can
be seen on MANY a Wall
Street executive.

Jeez--Even if this
DOES get me into
college, I still
have to pay
tuition!!

>SNiFF!< If you'd
prefer, there is a
salvation army bin
in the parking lot I
could direct you to…

Well…I guess
you can't put a PRICE
on a first impression. Can you keep
I'll try these on, my BAG safe while
at least.
I'm changing?
Of course.
I'd like nothing
better than
to be your
sherpa.

At 1500
Hours, all is
Quiet.

Bitch.

Three
shoplifters
neutralized.

Two
doubleparked SUVs
towed.

Doing our
part...

…to
KEEP THE
PEACE.

AMEN,
brother.

LOCK
and
LOAD!

DAMN!
Lost him!

Bogey at
four
o’clock!

Bingo.
I have
VISUAL
CONFIRM of
HOSTILE
TANGO.

Roger!
ENGAGE and
CLEAR!

You
picked the
wrong perimeter
to breach,
CHARLIE!

TANGO DOWN!
TANGO DOWN!

SEMPER
FI, Baby!
BOO YA!

Oh, my
God…

get off him!
that's seth bower,
head of proteus
security!!

oops.
friendly
fire.

bummer.

W-we're so SORRY,
sir. It looks Dr. Miller
of KESTREL PROJECT has made
off with the missiles' GUIDANCE
SYSTEMS, and we THOUGHT---

You’d waste time
tackling a man shopping
for his niece's
birthday?!

The JOINT CHIEFS
are going to have our
GUTS for GARTERS!

FAN OUT
AND FIND THAT
EGGHEAD!!

Exactly how
do you think that is
going to help us
save a ten billion
DOLLAR "defense
project?
Y-yes,
sir! >Gulp!<

>Whew!<

Now all I need
to do is collect that
SHOPPING BAG where
I stashed the--

Oh…
Oh,
no…

this isn't
happening.
somebody tell me
this isn't
happening.

…and when I came
OUT of the dressing room,
that skeevy CLERK had LEFT
my shopping bag just sitting
there! ANYBODY could've
taken it!

Yeah, and I WOULD'VE
told her off, too, but there
was some kind of gang fight
going on in the store so I just
high-tailed it out of there!
yeah, seriously!

All those dress-suits
made me look like some kind
Jase, you
of Parisian SCHOOLMARM,
ARE coming over
anyway.
to help me with
trig, right?

I am a
DEAD MAN.

No, no, $1.50 per
streamer is TOO much. Can't
we get the Party Store
to DONATE it?

No, I'm not sure
Jenkins had the skill
set for executive Vice
President. What about
ASBURY?

Hi, love.
How was
SCHOOL?

Hi, Mom!

I'm afraid we're going to
All I'm saying is, maybe
have to schedule a 7:15 AM we can put the STORE's logo
Conference Call to SETTLE
on the side of the crates
this. Yes, I KNOW it's
that'll be air-droPPED into
your daughter's
the REFUGEE CAMP or
birthday, but…
something.

smek!

Wait a minute, I have a
BEEP--I bet you it's Gretchen,
she'll want to talk about the
French Club BAKE SALE.
Let me call
you…

…back…

beep!

?

!?!

Some kind
of high-tech
braceleT…?!?

hmmmmMMMMMMM--

Could I have
grabbed somebody
ELSE'S bag by
mist--

GAAGH!!

CASSANDRA?!

stop horsing
around up there!
jason's here!

What is she doing up
there? Rearranging
furniture?

Beats
ME, Mrs. L.

THERE
you are!

I'm meeting a VENDOR
for a dinner meeting
and I'm running
LATE.

SLAM!

Money for chinese
or pizza is on the
kitchen counter.

Geez, calm DOWN
already!! What's
the big DEAL?

Okay,
Mom!

You two
BEHAVE,
now.
Okay,
Mom
SLAM!
And don't
study TOO
hard!

OKAY,
Mom!!

WHAT?

Try
this
on.

Imagine my
disappointment
when my people came
back from our drop
point EMPTYHANDED.

Our foreign
buyers are NOT
known for
their PATIENCE,
Mr. Bower.

Otherwise I
introduce you to my
QUALITY CONTROL
personnel.

It’s just
some MINOR difficulty
Mister, Um, Fence…
Sir.
you have
forty-eight hours
to produce the
bands.

You’ll have
them tomorrow. Just
make sure you have
my MONEY!

The DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE investigators
have arriv--

dammit, Cherise!
KNOCK next time,
will you?

Goodbye lab
RATS, hello beach
BUNNIES.

…and the Defense Department
will have complete and TOTAL
cooperation from Proteus Inc.
Security during this
investigation.

Could you tell
us what the bands
are supposed to DO,
Mr. Bower?

Believe me, the
only group that wants
the Kestrel bands more
than the Joint Chiefs
is ME…
…er,
PROTEUS,
I mean
Proteus.

I'll
SHOW rather
than tell you, Agent
Smythe.

Two years ago, at
the request of the
air force and the
Department of Defense…

TOP
SECRET

PROJECT:
KESTREL
…Proteus,
Inc. began to
develop a missile
GUIDANCE system that could
circumvent all known
forms of missile
defense.

The Kestrel is
also invisible to
most conventional
forms of--

The key:
sophisticated navigational
BANDS that allow missiles
to tap into the Earth’s own
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD.

STATE TROOPERS
picked him up trying to
CROSS STATE LINES,
Mr. Bower.

Allowing
for exceptional
maneuverability and
propulsion.

I don't
know what you're
talking about!!

he claims he was
out at the dentist's
today!

I
had a
toothache!

you lying sack of
sludge!!! do you know what
a foreign power could do to
our national defense if they
got a hold of those
bands?!

WHERE
ARE THEY?!

I don't KNOW!
I didn't TAKE them!
I SWEAR!

Alright, Bower,
CALM DOWN. WE'LL
take it from here.

We have
Dr. Miller’s
INTERROGATION ROOM
reserved for a
COUPLE WEEKS…

Hey, I put your BAND
on like you ASKED, hit my
HEAD against the ceiling,
and you had your
LAUGH.
Can't I get
something out
of it, too?

So is it
dark enough
NOW?

I don't
KNOW, Jason.
This is probably
a BAD idea.

W-well, for
ONE thing, calling
them "MY bands"
would be something of a--

this is

soooooo

coooool!!!

That was
a lie. .

C'MON OUT,
Cass. This is
AWESOME!

jason!! you said
you wouldn't leave
the back yard!!

Well,
I…

Oh yeah...

Er…

Um…

Aaah, SCREW it.
It's the only way I'm
going to get him to
come down!

C'mon Jase-wait up!!

WHOOWHOOWHOO!!

You say you
BOUGHT these things
at the MALL?!?
I don't know how
this is possible, but
I also don't CARE!

no!
that's just
the thing!

I found them
BURIED beneath a
LAB COAT in my
shopping bag!!

--falling.

I have
no idea how
they GOT there,
and---GEEZ, Jason,
I'm floundering
over here! What am
I doing WRONG?!

I'm sure it's your
USUAL problem--thinking
too much. just relax and
visualize what you want
the bands to do and
they'll do it.

Okay…

The only thing
you CAN'T really
picture is--

this high
up, what ELSE AM I
SUPPOSED to think
about?!

think about
flying, cass! think
about swooping
up!!
up!!!

I did
it?

I did it!!
HEY, I--

PULL UP,
CASS!! PULL
U--

--YAAAHHH!!

Oh God,
NO--CASS!

CASS!!
Are you
OKAY?!

I think so…
at least I'm not
dead.

HEY!!

I'M NOT
DEAD!?!?

Yeah…

…and
why NOT?

Have
a good
weekend,
Coach.

Will DO!
See ya next
THURSDAY!

>Heh!<
Is THAT it
up there,
dude?

Aw, no…
MY CAR!!

Wha…?

Where
the hell is
my CAR?!

>gulp!<

>heh!< a
prank like that's
gotta qualify for
guiness book
contention,
man!

let's see, here…
flight, minorly enhanced
strength, majorly enhanced
invulnerability.
>snigger!< Okay,
you gotta admit…
that was pretty
AWESOME.

There's just no
downside to these
crazy bands!

Okay, okay.
>chuckle!<
It WAS!

What about
that they're
clearly not
OURS?

details,
detai--

LOOK
OUT!!

So it's agreed,
we'll meet again on
the eighteenth?

What's your
PROBLEM?!

That was my
MOM! We gotta be
more CAREFUL!!

In fact, enough is ENOUGH.
Let's call this whole thing
OFF and go HOME before
somebody sees us and
recognizes us.

Aw, Cass, but
the night is still
YOUNG!

And that
place gives me
an idea!

What
if we could
be SEEN but not
recognized?

Okay, I have
it ON! I'm ready
to come out if
YOU are!

Ehhh…people
are going to think
we're some kind of
floating street
gang.

These RUBBER
PANTS are giving me
A RASH!

I REFUSE to wear
anything that requires
a philips-head screwdriver to go to the
BATHROOM.

Cass?
Where'd
you GO?

NO.

You're
no fun.

I have DRAFTS
where there should
NOT be drafts.

Not
BAD.

Look,
"HOTSHOT," it's been
FUN, but it's almost ELEVEN.
We didn't leave a NOTE before
we left and if I'm not home in
the next fifteen minutes my
mom's gonna have
a COW.

whoa, whoa, whoa! hold it right
there, "mighty girl!" why should we
turn 'em in? haven't you ever heard
of "finder's keepers?" "possession
is nine-tenths of the law?"

Oh,
gimme a BREAK!
Whoever dumped these
bands in my bag is gonna
WANT them back sooner
or later! And that means
they're gonna come
after ME!

Actually, I
looked at the circuitry
on the underside of the
bands. I think they are meant
to interface with a FUZZY LOGIC
PROCESSOR, but they happen
to work with the HUMAN
NERVOUS SYSTEM
as well.

God, what
I wouldn't give
for your S.A.T.
scores.

So let's
swing by the
police station and DUMP
these bands so they can
go back to whoever they
BELONG to, and--

How do you know
THEY know it was YOUR
bag they dumped them in?
If they did, they probably
would've come AFTER
you by now!

I don't
want to take that
chance!! Besides, who
knows how these things
WORK? They probably
cause leukemia or
something--

The bands generate
some kind of magnetic
bottle that acts as a FORCE
FIELD, allows us to FLY,
and enhances our
STRENGTH.

Check out
Hotshot! Off the
couch and actually
APPLYING
HIMSELF!

All I'm
saying is, this is
some serious POWER we've
got here! We shouldn't just
toss it right BACK. What if
it falls in the wrong
HANDS?

At least you and I
are responsible types.
We could become SUPERHEROES, like in the
comics!

At least let's sleep
on it, huh? Nose around,
see if we can't learn more
about who made the
bands, and WHY--

I don't have time for this,
Jason! I'm the president of Three
clubs, dance squad captain and
the madagascar delegate to the
scholastic united natiONS!! One
MORE extracurricular activity
is gonna kill me--

WAIT
a minute…
UNLESS…!

As you all KNOW, we
have a very high standard of
scholarship here at IVY LEAGUE U.,
and as such, we accept only the
TOP of the top of the TOP of
our nation's >SNIFF!< high
schools…

…such as Mr. IRWIN,
here, who is the ONLY high
school senior in American history
to achieve the coveted 8.0 gradepoint average. I'm sure
he'll do very WELL
here.

ms. silverman
won the nobel peace prize
for successfully negotiating a
treaty between warring tribal
states in the eastern CONGO.
MOST impressive.

But Ms. LLEWELLYN!
A paltry 3.99 G.P.A.? A pitiful
THREE club presidencies? A
recommendation from merely
ONE U.S. Congressman?

And Ms. BURROUGHS
was just elected GOVERNOR
of minnesota! I assume SHE'LL
want to be admitted as a
part-time student.

Well, that
may qualify you for
community college,
but here at IVY
LEAGUE--

EGADS! That old
soul will fall to
his DEATH!

BY
THE HOARY
HOSTS OF
HARVARD!!

STAND
BACK,
DEAN!! I’LL
TAKE CARE OF
THIS!!

Cassandra Llewellyn…
YOU’RE the internationally
renowned superheroine MIGHTY GIRL?!
But--you leaped up so SELFLESSLY-what about your SECRET
IDENTITY-?

Such piffle
must be put aside
when LIVES are in
danger…THAT’S what
being a HERO is
all about,
Dean.

GOSH,
THANKS,
Young Lady!

Move ASIDE,
Mr. Irwin! DROP DEAD,
Governor Burroughs!
Allow me to introduce
the newest student
admission to IVY
LEAGUE U.!!!

Making…
>sniff!<
the tough
choices.

But…hotshot &
mighty girl? Can't
we think up better
NAMES?

All the GOOD
ONES are owned by
major media
conglomerates.
Okay…
we'll sleep
on it.

…YEAH, the Fire
Department had to
call a CRANE to get
Coach Wes's car
off the roof of
that STROKE SHOP…
>snicker!<

Where's
JENNY
today?

ohmigod,
you didn't hear?
her dad got busted for stealing
some high-tech thingamajig from proteus
yesterday! real cloak-and-dagger stuff.
if they convict he might get out just
in time to see jenny go through
menopause! >chuckle!<

Okay, people, sit down
and stay QUIET for
ANNOUNCEMENTS--

Justasecond
MissKerriganJasedoesn't
feeltoowellsoI'mgonna
takehimtotheNURSEbe
backSOON

Are you
thinking what
I'M thinking?

Yeah, it really
is TOO MUCH of a
coincidence not to
be related.

NOW DO YOU
AGREE WITH ME
SHOULD GO >KOF!<
TO THE POLICE?

If we get caught trying
to turn in >kof!< those bands,
the cops are going to think we're
dr. miller's accomplices! >kof!<
or, worse, that we stole
them ourselves!
My MOM works
for Proteus
>kof!< too.
I've known Dr. Miller
for most of my life, and
I KNOW he'd NEVER steal anything from that >kof!< company.
His job means everything
to him! >kof!<

EXCUSE
me.
Could you put that
OUT while at least SOME
of my lung cells don't
have cancer?
WHAT?! Are you
>kof!< ON CRACK?!
Earth to PLANET
LLEWELLYN:

EAT ME,
Lizzie
McGuire

If WE
didn’t steal the
bands and Dr. MILLER
didn’t, to save our OWN
hash, we have to
find out who
DID.

AWRIGHT!
Sounds like
HOTSHOT & MIGHTY GIRL’s
FIRST CASE!!
UGH! Don't
SAY that.
Algebra 2
MID-TERMS are
tomorrow.

skill sets >mumble,
mutter< motivational
retreats >mumble<

third quarter
projections
>sigh<

Got it?

Got it.
Good.

>chuckle!<

OF
FEARING
Y
FL
Ericag
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WOW, Cass. You're up to
your ELBOWS in reams and
reams of PAPER, and I'M
sitting here bored out
of my GOURD.

I didn't realize superheroing would be just
like SCHOOL.

whap

Oh, take some
ritalin why don't you?
Haven't you ever heard of
detective work?

In my mom's
files there
might be something
that can help
Dr. Miller's
CASE…

Hello…!

According to this PHONE LOG,
Dr. Miller called in from a local
dentist's office to say he'd be
LATE at the exact same time the
security REPORT has him
stealing the BANDS!

How can he
be in two places
at ONCE?

And why hasn't proteus
security discovered this
info and turned it over
to the police?

Beats ME,
"Nancy Drew."

Why don't you cut ahead
to the part of the explanation
where you and I get to engage
in some serious buttstomping?

INTRUDER
ALERT! INTRUDER
ALERT!

Sorry!
I could start
with YOU, if you'd
like.

THERE
THEY ARE!!

Identify
yourselves…er…
flying people, or
we open fire!!

You
have THREE
SECONDS!!

FREEZE!
ONE…

hands
in the
air--

The BANDS?!?

are You
thinking what
I'M thinking?

TWO…

YOU wish
you were dead,
TOO?

ON THREE,
SHOOT TO
KILL!!

fire!!
THREE!!

aagh!! hold
your fire, you idiots!
hold your fire!!

WHOO-YEAH! And you
always NAG me about NOT
taking the path of least
resistance! >Heh!<

You want a MEDAL? Thanks
to YOU we nearly got killed,
and by the morning we'll
probably be wanted
criminals too-!@$%!
Costume's
CAUGHT--

Oh, GREAT! Now
I'm a fashion
victim, too!

Hey, at least we got
the evidence that proves
Dr. Miller's innocence,
didn't we?

We'll turn it in to the cops
first thing tomorrow morning,
before first bell, and then we'll
retire Hotshot & Mighty Girl, O.K.?
I've had ENOUGH superheroing
to last me a lifetime!

Did you know that
next to "LAME" in the
dictionary is your
picture?

What's THAT,
Mr. Bower?

Er…nothing,
Perkins. Just some
random debris.

Can you believe
those two perps were
flying? I didn't see a
JET PACK on either
of 'em!

Llewellyn.

ding-DONG!
Just a SECOND,
Jose. There's someone at the--

Hello?
OH!

Mr. BOWER!
W-what are YOU
doing here?

Passing by on
the way to work. I found
this last night- you might
need it to get into
the building.

WHAT? But--I could
have SWORN I saw it in
my purse just before
I went to BED--

Just one
of those things,
I guess. Y’know, while I’m
here, I was wondering
if I could speak
to--

CASS?!
You have a
visitor!!

Remember Mr. BOWER, head
of Proteus Security? He
wanted to TALK to you about
speaking to your women's
issues club about CRIME
PREVENTION.

OKAY, OKAY,
I'll be right DOWN!
GEEZ! Can't I get some
privacy? This isn't
"PRISON BREAK!!"

What's that,
JosE? No, I'm
jumping in the
SHOWER.

YES, I know
to put the cell
phone down
BEFORE I get
in…

C-can I
HELP you, Mr.
Bower?

HEY--

I’m
doing freakin’
GREAT.

Thanks
for asking.

HOW did you get these
bands? WHERE is the other pair?
WHO is that other kid I saw you
with last night? WHY did you
break into Proteus--

Wait, wait! I
can explain everything! I just
FOUND the bands in my shopping
bag when I got back from the mall TWO
DAYS AGO! The other pair isn't here
but I can GET it--And we broke into
Proteus to find out who REALLY
stole the bands!

You…

We found a log file that
proves Dr. Miller was somewhere ELSE when the bands
were taken! It's in
my ROOM!

…WHAT?

TAKE me
to this file.
SLOWLY.

And TELL
me about your
accomplice.

But WE didn't
steal the bands
either! I SWEAR!

I-I CAN'T rat out
the other person,
Mr Bower-- I'm SORRY. It
was a friend. I can get
the BANDS back. Th-that
should be ENOUGH,
right? I'm SORRY--

Is that
SO?
Well, you're
not as sorry as
you will be--

Contact with
SUSPECTS, Control.
move in.

MOVE!
MOVE!
MOVE!

Good WORK, Bower,
but you should let the
professionals take it
from here.
How did you
track the bands
here?

We PERSUADED Dr. Miller to
cooperate >Heh Heh<. He built a
TRACKING DEVICE to hone in on the
bands’ specific MAGNETIC
FREQUENCY.

I…see.

Alright, Miss, if you
take us to the other pair
of BANDS, this will all be
over soon.

YOU!!

Alas, my buyer
contacted me soon
thereafter and made it
CLEAR I could not allow
you the luxury of failing
a SECOND time. So I had
you FOLLOWED.

You gave me
forty-eight
hours!!

ME.

So THESE are
what The Broker is
all hot-'n'-bothered
about?
They look
like fancy
BRACELETS
to me!

Geez, I wish
I could make
a killing pawning
off junk like this
to suckers with
more money
than brains…

Are you guys
REALLY from the
Department of
Defense?

What's
it TO you,
kid?

HUH?
Which
division?

Are you from the
defense intelligence agency,
or D.I.A., which coordinates
analysis and gathering of
military intelligence?
or the defense
investigative service,
which conducts background checks on personnel and manages
counterintelligence
operations?

You mentioned you
TRACKED the bands here
electronically, which means
you COULD be from the national
reconnaissance office or
the central security
service…

…and I haven't even
The military academy
mentioned the national
at west point is one of
security agency, which is my SAFETY SCHOOLS, and I
an umbrella corps that
had to take this TEST on
collects all foreign
America's defense infraand domestic comstructure-munications intelligence.

>gulp!<

>sob!<

B-but my first
choice is really
M.I.T.…>heh!<

tap tap!

>SOB!<
?

AHHH!

Hi!

Mind if
I come IN?

Wh-who
are YOU?
Just call
me HOTSHOT,
Jenny.

You
know who
I am--

I know a LOT
of things about you…
AND your family. Like--I
know your father is
innocent.

There's no time to
explain. I just wanted you
to KNOW that my PARTNER and
I are going to give the EVIDENCE
that PROVES he's innocent to
the police first thing
this morning.

You DO?!
How--

And…

AND?

MAYBE.

and WHAT,
you're some
kind of a SUPERHERO or something?

And you want
an EARLY REWARD
for doing a GOOD
DEED, huh?
NO!! I mean-I never said
that--

You can FLY-that's pretty COOL.
Where'd you learn
HOW?
Calm down!
I'm not going
to bite!

Correspondence
school.

OOOH,
funny--

But are you
just as cute
without the
mask?

HEY! Quit it!
Haven't you ever
read a comic
book?

Ixnay on
the Askmay!

Wha--?!

where
did you get
that?!?

I didn't steal the bands-I got them totally by accident-but I'm using them to bring the
people who REALLY stole
them to justice.
There are things I can do-and I can…SAY as "Hotshot"-with the BANDS, I mean--that
I CAN'T do otherwise.

THOSE are the
bands the government says my dad
STOLE!!

you're the real
thief!! you should be
the one in prison, not
my dad--

Jenny-wait--I can
explain--

MOM!

Wait JUST A
SECOND, Jenny!
listen to me,
OK?

And as soon as your
dad is FREED--as soon as
things are made right--I'll
turn the bands back in.
I SWEAR.

Jenny!
what is it, sweetheart?

You
HAVE to
believe
me.

false
alarm, mom!
never mind!

…and I hope
I can see YOU
again.

THANKS, Jenny.
You WON'T regret
it, I swear.

I HOPE
not…

>gulp!<

WHO'S the
Mac Daddy?

YOU the
Mac Daddy!!

HOTSHOT'S the Mac
Daddy-WHO'S the
Mac Daddy?

What
the…?

What's with
the USED CAR LOT
in my driveway?

KNOCK
KNOCK!

YEAH…?
Mr.
LIONEL?

So sorry to
bother you this early
in the MORN, but we were
hoping your SON might
still be at home.
We have some…
urgent business
to discuss.

What do you MEAN
you don’t know where
he is? He’s your
SON!

Hey, man, this look like a
ZOO to you? I don’t keep people
in CAGES! My wife and I agreed
to let our kids grow up WiLD
and FREE like the SUNFLOWERS, man…

…until she
LEFT ME.

This is a very
iMPORTANT matter
for the Department
of DEFe--

Well, do you at
least know where
he might BE?

--er,
GREENPEACE.

You SUITS
are from
Greenpeace?

Yes.
Yes, we
are.

Prove it, man! What’s the
LATIN NAME for the
endangered NORTHERN
RIGHT WHALE?

HAH! I just
SOL... er, SAVED a highly
lucrative EUBALAENA
GLACIALI the other day--

The BANDS
let people
FLY?!

Don’t
give me that
LOOK!

Oh, MY,
that’s going to
command a 1,000%
price hike!

WHAT
look?

That “I TOLD YOU
we should’ve got rid of
the bands in the first
place” look!

You can’t
even SEE
me!

I don’t
have to be
psychic!

INTO THE VAN, men!
We’ll follow them from
the ground until we can
radio in a CHOPPER--

?

…uhhh…

NOW
what do
we do?

Well, we
need to get more
aerodynamic--

--so I’d
put on
this!

Wait--will
they WORK when
separated?!

They should as
long as we remain CLOSE
ENOUGH to each other to
maintain the integrity of
the magnetic field--

Now, Mr. Bower, I must
ask you to return to the
vehicle, where I can keep
an EYE on--

Wha-?!

SANTO ALEGRE,
here I COME!!!
HA-HA-HA-HA!!

Stop jiggling
us! You’re listing
too much to the
LEFT--

Are you MENTAL?
YOU’RE listing too
much to the
RiGHT--

OKAY!!
FORGET IT!! LET’S
JUST MOVE!! WE’RE
NOT ALONE UP
HERE!!

COME
BACK HERE,
YUPPIE BRATS!!

Did he
just call us
“YUPPIE BRATS”?
I resent
that!
DON’T
YOU HAVE MORE
IMPORTANT THINGS
TO WORRY
ABOUT?!

AHHH!

>UHNH!<

no!! you can’t
separate our wrists
like that! we’ll
just--

hi, kids!!
remember
me!?!?

UHHHH!!!

you haven’t wasted
thirty years of your life
in a meaningless, go-nowhere
job, SO I CAN’T EXPECT YOU
TO UNDERSTAND HOW
I FEEL--

--but trust me!!
this is my one, last
chance at wealth and
happiness--

--SO I have absolutely
no compunctions about
turning you two into
sidewalk pizza--

--if you don’t
turn over those
bands right
now--

Oh, this is
just all kinds
We’re just lucky the
of suck!
two bands’ magnetic fields REPEL
each other! How the heck are we
gonna SHAKE this psycho?!

I have a
TWO-PART
plan.
Part ONE...
Police.

Are they
AFTER us?

They’re AFTER
us! They’re AFTER us!
And this is a good
thing?!

YUP!
Now it’s time
for PART
TWO…

Uh, Cass, I hate
to be the one to
tell you, but not ALL
of life’s problems
can be solved by
going to the
MALL.

Shut up,
Jason.

THEY WENT IN
THERE!! LET’S MOVE
IT PEOPLE!!

THEY WENT IN
THERE!! LET’S MOVE
IT PEOPLE!!

nice try, you mtvswilling buffoons!! buT
I’M still right behind you!!
bwhah-hah-hah-!!

He’s doing
it again.
I said
SHUT UP!!!

Let’s
ROLL.

This is the PLACE!
You’ve got to hold
him off for a couple
minutes!

I’VE
GOT TO
WHAT?!?

I’ll
be right
back!!

I Didn’t until you
yelled it out at the
TOP OF YOUR LUNGS,
Short-Pants!

HOW AM
I SUPPOSed to hold
him off?! without you
I DON’T HAVE ANY
POWERS!!
HE doesn’t
know that!!

Much
obliged. Hold
that POSE.

>gulp!<

Okay. “Kung Fu
Chop 4” makes that
REVERSE ROLL CROSS-KICK
look pretty easy…

AAAGH!!
!@#$%!
FOUNTAiN!!

Can’t
SEE--

Good WORK,
Jase! I got what
we NEEDED!
Huh? Oh YEAH!
That’s what I’m HERE
for, >heh!<

FREEZE! You’re UNDER ARREST
for disrupting the well-ordered
tranquillity of a police
station--

Just
one minute,
Officer!

These minors are wanted on
FEDERAL CHARGES of THEFT and
TREASON! This matter should be
handled by the Department
of DEFENSE!

don’t listen
to these men,
officers!

This shopping establishment
is OUR Area of Responsibility,
so all THREE OF YOU fall
under OUR jurisdic--

They’re
iMPOSTERS, working
for an illegal ARMS
DEALER!
The BANDS on
those kids’ wrists are
PROTEUS, INC. PROPERTY and
should be TURNED over to
ME as HEAD of Proteus
security--

Actually…local
law enforcement
AND D.O.D. trump
us, Partner.

forget it,
fly-boy!

REALLY?

‘Fraid
so.

Bummer.

Wow. Now
even I’M
confused.

this ought
to clear
things up--

--Security
CAMERA FOOTAGE
from the DAY the
bands were
STOLEN!

Sorry, Miss, but
as long as the perp’s
BACK is to us, it can’t
prove--

--a thing…!

HOLD iT RiGHT THERE,
BOWER!! You’re
UNDER ARREST!
Our cue to
EXiT, M.G.! This
time I’LL lead!

NO!!
WAiT!! I CAN
EXPLAiN--

GET THE LEAD OUT,
PEOPLE! WE CAN’T LET
THEM ESCAPE NOW!

What?!
Where did
they--

AAAGHH!!

Aw NO, The
Broker’s gonna
kill us.

Here’s a
NEWSFLASH for
you guys:

We don’t WANT these stupid
bands! They’ve caused us
nothing but TROUBLE
from the minute we
GOT them!

Just
leave us
ALONE!

Sounds
>grunt!< like a fair
trade to ME!

after all, the broker
ain’t payin’ us to chase …but to make
good with the
down snot-nosed
merchandise!
punks…
>heh!<

So you can HAVE
them! Take them to your
stupid “Broker,” and he can
sell them to WHOMEVER!
See if WE care!

Get ready
with the FINDERS’
FEES, boss!

We GOT
what the doctor
ORDERED.

How
delightful.

I’m Clancy.
He’s DeMille.
We’re
MALL COPS!!

And
just who are
YOU TWO?

We OVERHEARD your
whole tete-a-tete with those
costumed PUNKS over our
security cams!

“This fence
is BUSTED..”

Good work, boys!
Bobby “THE FENCE”
Filston is wanted in
fifteen states and
twenty-five
COUNTRIES.

I’m nominating this
for PRIVATE
SECURITY ENFORCEMENT ACTION of
the YEAR!

>Sniff!<
THANK YOU,
sir!

Did you KNOW that
storeroom would
be monitored?
You kidding? I WORK in
this mall during the Christmas
rush! A buddy of mine got busted for
smoking in the back rooms when there
was nobody around--they got this
place more WiRED than
FORT KNOX!

We’d better TAKE OFF
before they cordon off the
whole MALL. admit it, cass-you’re gonna miss hotshot
and mighty girl.

No COMMENT.
Although given what
I have to face this
WEEKEND…

…I guess
I could USE a
SUPERPOWER
or two.

I think you’ll
be impressed with
my transcript.

I’m sure we will
be. Have you decided
on a MAJOR yet?

A
MAJOR?

Well...I was trying to decide
between poli-sci, Pre-Med, or
possibly comparative
religion--

…I’ve decided on
theoretical physics,
with a minor in social
work.
A MAJOR?
After many LONG
deliberations…

I’m DUE on the
eighteenth…
…so I’ll try to
have the application in
on the twentieth, how
does that sound?

But, I think
what I’d REALLY like
to major in…

…is…

…LiFE!
I’m only
young ONCE!
‘Bye!

Jase!
JASE!! Come OUT!!
You were right!!
I’ve finally seen
the light!!

It’s a SATURDAY!!
I’m a SOPHOMORE!! I can
worry about all that
“Rest-of-my-Life” stuff
LATER!

Sorry, Cass. JENNY and I made plans
to check out the PiCASSO exhibition
at the ART MUSEUM, then we were
going to volunteer at the soup Didn’t our--er-kitchen downtown!
recent experiences
teach you gotta take
responsibility
in life?

Let’s WASTE the
rest of the afternoon
eating CHEET-O’s and playing
X-BOX!! What d’you
SAY?

BEN &
JERRY’S?
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